How to Customize the Position of Source Modes Via
Programming and Example (Along a Line)

Abstract
Providing maximum versatility for your
optical simulations is one of our most
fundamental objectives. The source
concept employed in VirtualLab Fusion
follows this spirit of customizability: not
only can the user manipulate at will the
temporal spectrum of the source and the
functional shape of the base mode, but
also the position and weight of the
laterally shifted modes used to replicate
the spatial coherence characteristics of
the source. This document shows how to
configure the latter two source properties
(position and weight of the modes) via a
piece of user-defined programming code.
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Where to Find Programmable Mode Positioning: Catalog
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Where to Find Programmable Mode Positioning: Optical Setup
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Writing the Code
•
•

•

•

•
•
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The panel on the right shows a list of available
independent parameters.
SizeOfSourcePlaneX and SizeOfSourcePlaneY
are user-determined parameters whose value can
be accessed in the code and changed in the
Spatial Parameters tab of the source configuration
dialog.
NumberOfLateralModes gives the total number of
laterally shifted modes. The value of this
parameter can be modified in the configuration
dialog of the source, in the Mode Selection tab.
The parameter Index identifies each of the
individual lateral modes.
The code in the Main Function must return a
VectorD value (representing the position of the
mode in the x, y plane) per Index.
Use the Snippet Body to group parts of the code
in support functions.

A Comment on the Size of Source Plane
Size of Source Plane X

Size of Source Plane Y
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Output
•

The different replicas of the base mode will be placed
according to the positions defined in the snippet.

•

The actual functional shape of the base mode depends
on the specific type of source selected (for instance,
Gaussian for the Gaussian Type Planar Source, or userdefined for the Programmable Mode Planar Source).

•

For preliminary simulations it is recommended to select a
sub-set of all the modes which define the actual source in
the Mode Selection tab before running the simulation.
This means fewer modes will be traced through the
system and consequently less time will be required.

•

For more final simulations the entire set of modes can be
selected again easily.

•

Algorithmically, all the modes are grouped together in
data types of an array nature, which have been designed
for the purpose. In any programmable element which the
field encounters subsequently in the system, it is possible
to access each of the individual modes.
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Positioning Modes Along a Line

Positioning Base Modes Along a Line with Angle a

a
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Custom Source Mode Positioning: Global Parameters
• Once you have triggered open the
Edit dialogue, go to the Global
Parameters Tab.
• There, Add and Edit a global
parameters:
− double Angle = 45 deg (0 deg,
180 deg): the angle formed by the
straight line along which the modes are
positioned and the x axis.
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Custom Source Mode Positioning: Writing the Code
Declaration of
output variable
given by default

Default global
parameters/variables

Global parameter defined
by user in Global
Parameters tab

Are there errors in
your code?

Export Snippet to
save your work!
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Compute result using
Eq. (1).

Custom Source Mode Positioning: Mode No. and Size of Source Plane

The size of the source
plane also has to be
defined separately, in the
Spatial Parameters tab

The total number of
lateral modes must be
defined in the
configuration dialog of
the source, in the Mode
Selection tab

These values are then used for
the calculations of the code, to
place the modes accordingly.
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Custom Source Mode Positioning: Using Your Snippet
Configure the spectral
make-up of the source
independently in the
Spectral Parameters tab

Change the size of the
source plane in the
Spatial Parameters tab
Change the total number
of modes here

Modify your snippet and
the value of the global
parameters you defined
here

Out of all the modes
composing the source,
select which shall be
used in the next
simulation.
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Test the Code!
Main Function
// Declare output:
double xPosition = 0.0;
double yPosition = 0.0;
// Declare and compute the step size in X direction:
double deltaX = SizeOfSourcePlaneX / (NumberLateralModes - 1);
// Compute the X position of the mode with index Index:
xPosition = -(SizeOfSourcePlaneX / 2) + (Index * deltaX);
// Compute the Y position of the mode with index Index,
// taking into account inclination (Angle):
yPosition = -(Math.Tan(Angle) * SizeOfSourcePlaneX / 2) +
(Index * Math.Tan(Angle) * deltaX);
// Deliver output:
return new VectorD(xPosition, yPosition);
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